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The ISS 506 is our new, six input seamless switcher that accepts all popular 

video formats and provides very high quality RGB and video scaling. We’ve 

included features previously found only in larger, more expensive seamless 

switchers such as Preview and Program outputs, numerous seamless transition 

effects, flexible control options, high resolution RGB and HDTV input and output, 

picture-in-picture, and title keying. There’s even the capability to insert one or 

two logos, plus a unique tool for creating them from screen captures. With all 

this, the ISS 506 is perfect for mid-sized presentation environments, delivering 

high performance, versatility, and great value.

A Truly Seamless Switcher for  
High-End Presentations
The ISS 506 is equipped with two integrated, 
high performance scaling engines that allow 
for smooth, glitch-free switching between 
sources. Together with six available inputs, the 
ISS 506 is ideal for control and management 
of live presentations in high-end environments 
such as corporate boardrooms, auditoriums, 
and houses of worship.

In addition to true seamless switching, the  
ISS 506 features various options for A/V system 
configuration, several methods for control, and 
the ability to create enhanced, high impact 
presentations.

Configure the Inputs to Your System
The ISS 506 was designed with the recognition 
that A/V products need to be adaptable to the 
requirements of a particular installation.  
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To this end, we’ve included four inputs that 
are fully configurable and accept any common 
input source, from composite video and 
S-video, to HDTV component video and any 
RGB format for computer-video. We’ve also 
added two inputs for standard definition 
video that could potentially free up the four 
configurable inputs for high resolution RGB or 
HDTV signals. If you’ve got professional digital 
video equipment in the system, then there’s 
also the option of installing an expansion card 
that accepts SDI - Serial Digital Interface and 
HD-SDI input signals.

Preview and Program Outputs
Included with the ISS 506 is a feature 
associated with larger, more expensive 
seamless switchers: separate Preview and 
Program outputs. The Program output feeds 
content to the presentation display and is 
what the audience sees. With the Preview 
output, the operator can monitor what’s on 
the Program output, but also manage the 
presentation by previewing content before the 
audience sees it. 

The Preview output lets you view the next 
input to be switched into the presentation, 
providing an opportunity to ensure that the 
source material is properly cued. You’ll also be 
able to assign a seamless transition effect for 
the input switch, and preview the insertion of 
logos, titles, or picture-in-picture. Once you’re 
satisfied, the press of a single button sends the 
content live to the audience.

High Performance, High Resolution 
Video Output
The ISS 506 employs the same sophisticated 
signal conversion and scaling technology found 
in the DVS 304, MGP 462, and MGP 464 to 
optimize image quality with high resolution 
computer-video, HDTV, or standard definition 
video input signals. The ISS 506 provides 
exceptional upscaling and downscaling for 
RGB computer-video to further enhance 
performance. The output format can be set 
for RGB or HDTV component video at one of 
59 selectable output rates, including UXGA 
(1600x1200) and HDTV 1080p. These rates 

also include common flat panel LCD and 
plasma resolutions.

Flexible Output Possibilities
Much in the same way that we designed 
the ISS 506 to accept a variety of input 
signals, we also built in a lot of output signal 
flexibility to support a broad range of A/V 
system designs. For installations with dual 
presentation displays, we’ve included two 
simultaneous Program outputs. In addition, 
there’s an optional third Program output that 
can be populated using a choice of available 
expansion cards. With this third output, you 
can send DVI - Digital Visual Interface, HD-SDI, 
or scan-converted video signals.

Audio Capabilities
The ISS 506 offers complete audio 
switching capability. Each video input has a 
corresponding audio connection for stereo 
balanced or unbalanced sources. For each 
audio input, there’s gain and attenuation 
adjustments so that you can compensate for 
differences in levels when switching between 
sources. We’ve also included output volume 
control on the front panel, allowing the  
ISS 506 to double as an audio pre-
amplifier in many installations. Additional 
audio capabilities include frame delay 
compensation and the ability to match 
the audio cross-fade duration to the video 
transition effect. 

Seamless Transition Effects 
When switching between sources, you’ll have 
a choice between a wipe, dissolve, or cut 
effect to deliver a smooth, professional look 
and feel. There are 24 different wipe effects 
to choose from, and you can program the 
duration of the wipe or dissolve transition to 
further customize and enhance the seamless 
switching effect.

Add Titles to Any Presentation
The ISS 506 also provides a number of 
capabilities to add content to an existing 
presentation. For example, you can overlay 
title information or other content from an 
input source. The content is keyed into the 
displayed image at a selected luminance level.

Logo Insertion with Dynamic  
Image Capture
In addition to titles, the ISS 506 lets you add 
one or two logos to any presentation. Rather 
than dedicating an input source to provide 
the logos, you can store them on the ISS 506 
for recall at any time. They can be created on 
a PC, and then uploaded as BMP - bitmap 
image files to the ISS 506 through the IP Link 
Ethernet port. Alternatively, you can use the 
ISS 506’s convenient and easy built-in tool 
that creates logos by capturing any portion 
of an image displayed on-screen, and then 
storing it in memory. The ISS 506 provides 
enough storage for up to 16 logos.

T H E  N E w  I S S  5 0 6  S E A m L E S S  S w I T c H E r

In addition to dual RGB or HDTV outputs, 
an expansion port provides the option 
of a third, configurable Program output 
for sending high resolution digital video 
to a large venue projector or flat screen 
display, or recording presentations.
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LOGO INSERTION

RCP 2000

Image Capture Window Adjust Image Capture Window Size and Position Captured Image

DYNAMIC IMAGE CAPTURE

When a logo is to be inserted into a 
presentation, you simply recall it, position it 
anywhere on the image, and then key it into 
the display with specifi c RGB or luminance 
levels. Dedicated buttons on the front panel 
provide direct access for inserting logos.

Picture-in-Picture
With PIP - picture-in-picture, you can display 
any two input sources simultaneously by 
adding a window to a presentation. The 
window can be dynamically sized and 
positioned anywhere within the image. You 
can also add a color border, and have the 
window transitioned into or out of the image 
with a wipe, dissolve, or 
cut effect.

Integrator 
Friendly Set-Up
and Operation
The ISS 506, like 
other Extron products, is 
designed with the features, 
connectivity, and control needed for fast, 
effi cient integration and operation. The front 
panel controls allow for easy user confi guration 

and operation. The buttons are backlit, easy-
to-read, and can be custom labeled. We’ve also 
made sure that the presentation-enhancing 
features of the ISS 506, such as PIP, transition 
effect selection, and logo and title insertion are 
all directly accessible through dedicated buttons.

In addition to the front panel controls, the 
ISS 506 can also be remotely controlled and 
confi gured through the RS-232 serial port. For 
IP network integration, the ISS 506 is equipped 
with IP Link Ethernet control, enabling remote 
management and support from any authorized 
Web client. Through IP Link, all functions are 
available by accessing the ISS 506’s internal 
Web pages. IP Link is also used to upload BMP 
graphic fi les from a computer for storage and 
insertion of logos.

Live Events Under Your Control
Presentations can be managed on-the-fl y 
through local or remote control of the 
ISS 506. But for truly dedicated control of live 
events, the optional Extron RCP 2000 Remote 
Control Panel provides an intuitive user 
interface with the hands-on controls necessary 
to fully manage a presentation from a remote 

location. It offers direct button access to 
essential functions such as input selection and 
transition effects, and also includes a T-bar 
for manual control of dissolves as well as a 
gooseneck lamp.

A Fully-Featured Seamless Switcher 
that Delivers Performance and Value 
Offering true seamless switching, together 
with several presentation enhancing 
features and fl exible input and output signal 
capabilities, the ISS 506 is ideal for high-end 
venues that require the ability to create and 
manage high impact, professionally styled 
presentations. 

T H E  N E W  I S S  5 0 6  S E A M L E S S  S W I T C H E R

One or two logos can be inserted into any presentation using an RGB or luminance key.

Dynamic Image Capture enables easy creation of logos for use with any presentation.

See page 18 for ISS 506 part number and pricing.
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Duane Morris
Prominent Law Firm Seeks a High Quality Approach to 
Multi-Image Presentations

Duane Morris LLP is one of the top 100 law fi rms in the United States, 

with operations on both the East and West coasts. When planning for the 

relocation of their Philadelphia operations in 2004, the company had a specifi c 

requirement for their new offi ces: a fl exible, versatile means of displaying images 

simultaneously for a variety of applications including videoconferencing and 

multimedia presentations. They wanted this multi-image capability to be at the 

heart of several A/V systems throughout the new facility. With the MGP 462 Dual 

Window Multi-Graphic Processor and other products, Extron would play a central 

role in helping Duane Morris engage A/V technology to their advantage.

The Need for Multiple Images and 
Robust A/V Signal Distribution
Duane Morris’ plans for their new Philadelphia 
offi ces called for fi ve separate A/V systems. These 
would be situated in a boardroom, a conference 
room, a dining area for large or company-wide 
events, and a multi-purpose room. The large 
multi-purpose room is divisible, with each room 
having its own A/V system.

Except for the conference room, Duane Morris 
wanted multi-image display capability everywhere 
to support various meetings and presentations 
that would benefi t from viewing two images at 
the same time. All systems needed to include a 
robust A/V infrastructure for distributing high 
resolution computer-video and audio signals, 
with the performance and upgrade capacity to 
suit the needs of the company for at least the 
next fi ve years.

Duane Morris called on Cenero, LLC, based in 
West Chester, PA, to provide A/V system design, 
installation, and support. In turn, Cenero specifi ed 
a range of Extron equipment for the systems, 
including Extron MGP 462 Dual Window Multi-
Graphic Processors and CrossPoint 300 128 HVA 
matrix switchers. Extron RGB 160xi computer-
video interfaces were also selected to help 
maintain high quality computer-video signals from 
laptops and desktop PCs to the displays. 

Extron MGP 462 To The Rescue 
To satisfy the client's requirement for 
simultaneous dual image display, Cenero 
determined that the most effective, streamlined 
approach would be to show both images on a 
single screen, using a single projector. Therefore, 
16:9 projectors and screens were specifi ed, 
facilitating placement of two 4:3 images side-by-
side. Because Duane Morris wanted to display 
computer-video as well as standard defi nition 
video, a video processor was needed that could 
accept these input sources and provide high 
quality multi-image output. Duane Morris had a 
basic requirement for the system: it must provide  
a bright, high resolution image on-screen.

Although the MGP 462 was capable of meeting 
the needs for Cenero and Duane Morris, it 
was not yet available at the time the systems 
were being designed. Therefore, a similar 
product from a different manufacturer was 

initially specifi ed for the systems. However, 
once this other product was installed, the client 
lamented that picture quality was not up to their 
expectations. Cenero examined the performance 
of the product and came to a similar conclusion.

At the same time, Cenero had just learned about 
the new MGP 462 from Extron, and since they 
wanted to quickly address their client’s concerns, 
they asked if they could try out the product. 
Extron responded by rushing MGP 462 units 
for installation at Duane Morris. After replacing 
the initial products with the MGP 462s, the end 
result was “night and day,” according to Rob 
Gilfi llan, president of Cenero. “With very little 
tweaking out of the box for the MGP 462s, we 
noticed an immediate, dramatic difference in 

Rack equipment for the conference room, with the Extron MGP 462 dual window 
processor and CrossPoint 300 128 HVA matrix switcher 
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MGP 462

what we saw on-screen,” says Rich Rhindress, 
sales manager for Cenero. “These products 
virtually eliminated the complaints we were 
receiving from our client about image quality.”

Engaging the MGP 462’s User-Friendly 
Features
Martin Capone, project manager for the Duane 
Morris A/V installation, noted that the quick and 
easy set-up of the MGP 462s was attributed to 
the front panel controls, which are designed 
specifically to allow for local configuration and 
control, including setting the output to the 
native resolution of the projectors.  

“There was very little fudging necessary to get 
the MGP 462 to produce a very good image,” 
Capone remarked. “And we saw an immediate 
difference, a big difference in how the picture 
looked.” Auto-Image™, a feature of the  
MGP 462 and several other Extron products, 
enhances ease of setup by automatically 
optimizing the image for each input signal.

The MGP 462 allows for fully customizable 
configurations of two-window displays which 
can then be saved for future recall. Cenero 
created several of these configurations for 
Duane Morris, quickly saved them to memory, 
and then programmed the control system to 
communicate with the MGP 462 to recall them. 
Thus, the user can simply call up a window 
configuration via the touch-panel interface.

One of the stored screen configurations was a 
full-screen display of a single source. Rhindress 
noted that for viewing a single source, the high 
quality video and RGB scaling of the MGP 462 
made it ideal as the primary video processor 
for the projectors. The MGP 462 thus offered 
the system integration benefits of a scaler, 
accepting signals in virtually any signal format, 
scaling them to a desired common resolution, 
and outputting them on a single RGBHV cable 
to the display.

Duane Morris employs multi-image display for 
a variety of needs. For example, the MGP 462 
offers them the flexibility to display the far end 
of a videoconference session as well as the 

concurrent multimedia slide show presentation. 
Another frequent application of this product 
is for law partners to view and edit important 
legal documents such as contracts. Using the 
side-by-side window display, a group of lawyers 
can collaborate on reviewing the current version 
of a document while making proposed edits at 
the same time.

Providing the A/V “Backbone” 
Cenero relied on a number of Extron products 
for A/V signal distribution for all five of the 
systems throughout the Duane Morris offices. 
Extron CrossPoint 300 128 HVA and  
CrossPoint 300 124 HVA Wideband Matrix 
Switchers were installed to route computer-
video from desktop PCs and laptops as well as 
video from DVD players, VCRs, cable TV set-top 
boxes, and videoconference systems. Depending 
on the configuration of each system, the matrix 
switchers output signals to a DVD recorder, the 
videoconference system, and the MGP 462. 
Audio signals are routed by the matrix switchers 
to the dedicated sound systems.

To help ensure optimal RGBHV signal quality in 
the signal path between the computer-video 
sources and the matrix switchers, Cenero 
specified several Extron RGB 160xi computer-
video interfaces in rooms with conference 
tables. They are installed in custom metal boxes 
situated at the base of the tables and are used 
for connection of laptops and permanently 
installed desktop PCs. In the dining area and the 
multipurpose room, where table and seating 
configurations are not fixed, Extron  
Extender WM Line Drivers with Audio are 
installed in walls to provide localized computer-
video and audio connections.

Confidence in the MGP 462 
After realizing the improvement in 
performance and image quality of the  
MGP 462 at the Duane Morris facility, Cenero 
subsequently decided to go back to an existing 
installation at The Wharton School of the 
University of Pennsylvania, replacing their 
multi-window processor with the  
MGP 462. “We proactively replaced their 
unit, and they‘re just thrilled with the results 

and how much better the images look,” says 
Rhindress. According to him, the MGP 462 
is now Cenero’s product “standard” for their 
future installations in facilities requiring multi-
image applications.

Did You Know?
The Extron MGP 462 features Graphic Still Store, 
a powerful feature which captures the currently 
displayed output, and then stores the image in 
memory for use as a background. Additionally, 
BMP - bitmap graphics can be uploaded to the 
MGP 462 via the IP Link® Ethernet port and 
recalled as a background.

 
This background can benefit corporate law  
firms in providing a professional style or theme 
to presentations by displaying the company 
logo. The background can also be employed to  
provide supplemental information such as the 
details of a particular case.

Graphic Still Store also offers the capability 
to download stored images to a PC through  
IP Link. This feature can be particularly useful 
in documenting case studies and archiving 
important visual records such as evidence for 
future reference.

Background image

Background image with two live video windows
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SouthLake Foursquare Church: 
Dynamic A/V System Helps Enhance Message 

To extend their reach to an ever-growing congregation, SouthLake Foursquare Church, located in West Linn, OR, wanted 

to expand their facility. While doubling their seating capacity in the main sanctuary to 800 and adding a high school youth 

room, the church also needed to increase their audiovisual capacity. Although budget was a consideration, the church’s leaders 

didn’t want to cut any corners when it came to outfi tting the venues with the best technology available. 

SouthLake Church has a very active schedule 
that offers programs and classes practically 
every night of the week with several services 
on Saturday and Sunday. Anderson Group 
International, or AGI, of Eugene, OR, was hired 
to bring their A/V goals to fruition. 

To begin, AGI worked hand in hand with the 
architect/general contractor and designed a 
state-of-the-art sound system to accommodate 
the fl ow of worship leaders as well as the 
SouthLake worship band. To supplement the 
audio side, a full range of visual media was also 
integrated. This includes a variety of displays, 
cameras, video delivery systems and processors, 
and plenty of Extron products to tie it all 
together.

Consequently, the A/V equipment is being used 
on a daily basis. “There is a lot of technology 
and a lot of infrastructure,” AGI’s video 
designer Jeff Weinkauf remarked. “It’s a very 
sophisticated system.”

Directing Traffi c
There are 14 primary displays placed throughout 
SouthLake’s four venues. Three LCD projectors 
are positioned on three 7.5’ x 10’ projection 
screens hanging directly over the stage in the 
new sanctuary. Content can be shown on each 
screen independently or as a single panoramic 
image displayed across all three screens using 
various digital video processing and production 
equipment. In most cases, however, main 
content, such as song lyrics from a PC or video, is 
displayed on the center screen while the outside 
screens are utilized for supporting material. Three 
additional LCD projectors in the high school youth 
room mimic the set up in the sanctuary, albeit on 
a somewhat smaller scale. There are two more 

LCD projectors in the existing child education 
wing, four 55” LCD displays in the foyer, and two 
plasmas — one in the green room and one in the 
secondary foyer. Several smaller secondary LCD 
displays mounted on music stands are located on 
the sanctuary’s stage for the musicians to follow 
song lyrics.

To handle all the signal routing, AGI installed 
an Extron CrossPoint Plus 450 1616 HV Ultra-
Wideband Matrix Switcher. “Basically, we’re 
using the CrossPoint Plus 450 for all the video 
distribution,” Weinkauf said. “It’s like a silent 
partner sitting in the rack. It’s reliable and it’s 
ultra-wideband, which futureproofs it to some 
degree.”

With 16 inputs and 16 outputs, the 
CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV essentially directs 
traffi c, enabling sources such as video cameras, 
PCs, laptops, VCRs, and DVD players to be routed 

to any of the displays in the church. Extron MDA 
5V and MDA 3SV Mini Distribution Amplifi ers, 
as well as Extron DA2 RGBHV and DA4 RGBHV 
Wideband Distribution Amplifi ers, are integrated 
in the sanctuary, foyer, child education wing, and 
high school youth room to split output signals for 
multiple displays. 

The CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV is equipped 
with ADSP™ - Advanced Digital Sync Processing, 
a proprietary Extron technology which ensures 

SouthLake Foursquare Church

SouthLake’s innovative A/V system is integral to the sanctuary’s main stage .
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optimum, stable video quality while correcting 
any potential sync issues on SouthLake’s displays. 
ADSP is able to overcome possible RGB signal 
deficiencies, even with the wide selection of 
output and input sources, by restoring sync 
integrity and delivering stable display images 
throughout the church.  

To further enhance signal distribution, the 
CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV is engineered with 
a minimum of 450 MHz RGB video bandwidth.
This dramatically contributes to the switcher’s 
consistent performance, making it almost 
transparent to the system, even when fully 
loaded.

Easy, One-Button Control
Control of the CrossPoint Plus 450 1616 HV 
at SouthLake is simplified using the Extron  
MCP 1000 rack-mountable remote control 
panel. According to Weinkauf, the addition of 
the MCP 1000 was motivated by two factors:  
1) You don’t have to open the rack and 
access the switcher; 2) You can program 
presets into the MCP 1000 and eliminate the 
task of manually controlling the switcher. 
These points are critical at SouthLake where 
the church’s leaders desired a user-friendly 
control system to keep presentations moving 
efficiently.

“The remote is a great tool to simplify the 
operation of the system and keep wandering 
configurers out of the rack,” Weinkauf noted. 
“One of the criteria we had was single button 
access to many of the systems in place. The  
MCP 1000 is a massive simplification of a very 
complex system. We’ve brought it down to 
one button and one jack for the neophyte.”    

Weinkauf was generous in his praise of the 
CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV and MCP 1000. 
“The bottom line is it’s easy to use,” he said. 
“Drop in a simple remote control and you’re 
good to go. The quality and longevity make it 
a good long-term solution.”   

Twist & Route
Due to numerous long cable runs, space 
restrictions in the sanctuary and foyer, and 

general aesthetics, AGI integrated several 
Extron twisted pair products. Low cost, 
high performance, and ease of installation 
appealed to Weinkauf and his team. “Any 
additional expense is justified by cutting the 
labor involved with running cable,” he said. 
“Pulling and terminating the cable is faster 
and we get a consistent signal no matter 
what the distance is.”

VTT001 AAP VGA Twisted Pair Transmitters 
are mounted in the rack, next to the  
CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV, while 
VTR001 MAAP VGA Twisted Pair Receivers 
are mounted next to their corresponding 
projectors. Extron’s Enhanced Skew-Free™ A/V 
UTP cable is in place for the twisted pair cable 
runs in the ceiling and along some walls, 
mostly in the sanctuary.  

Supporting Roles
With such a complex, sophisticated system, AGI 
also relied on several other Extron A/V products 
to help fill in the gaps. Extron’s BNC-5 Mini 

High Resolution Cable is installed for any of the 
standard five-wire runs, while various Extron 
cable assemblies are utilized for interconnecting 
equipment. 

To maintain consistent use of the RGB video 
format throughout the facility, component 
video signals in the child education wing are 
scaled to RGBHV with an Extron DVS 406 Six 
Input Video Scaler. For additional scaling needs 
in the sanctuary, there are three Extron  
DVS 204*, Four Input Video Scalers. Scan 
conversion is handled by one of three Extron 
VSC 500 High Resolution Computer-to-Video 
Scan Converters, allowing high resolution signal 
programs to be recorded. Presenters are also 
able to plug a laptop directly into either one 
of the two Extron RGB 109xi Dedicated VGA-
QXGA Interfaces that feed into the CrossPoint 
450 Plus 1616 HV and out to the projector.

As the job was nearing completion, AGI 
prepared to test the system and once again 
called on Extron for a solution: Digital Video 

Southlake Foursquare Church - Extron Equipment List

Quantity Model Version Description Part #

1 CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV 16x16 Ultra-Wideband Matrix Switcher for RGBHV 60-332-12

1 MCP 1000 Master MCP - Matrix Control Panel 60-298-01

1 232 Series Cable 9-pin D Male to Female RS-232 Cables 26-433-08

3 DVS 204* Four Input Video Scaler 60-442-01

3 VSC 500 High Resolution Computer-to-Video Scan Converter 60-476-01

4 RSB 129 1U 9.5” Deep Basic Rack Shelf 60-604-01

2 MDA 5V Five Output Composite Video MDA - Mini Distribution Amplifier 60-446-01

2 RGB 109xi Dedicated VGA-QXGA Interface with Audio & ADSP™ 60-289-01

3 DA4 RGBHV Four Output Wideband Distribution Amplifier 60-489-01

6 VTT001 AAP VT - VGA Twisted Pair Transmitter - AAP Module 70-258-11

6 VTR001 MAAP VT - VGA Twisted Pair Receiver - MAAP Module 70-285-11

1 AAP 301 Full Rack Width, 1U AAP Mounting Frame 60-632-02

6 CPM101 One-Gang MAAP Mounting Frame 60-583-11

10 IN9454 One RJ-45 Female to Female Barrel – Data 70-314-14

10 BNC-5 Mini HR - 6’ BNC Male to Male Five Conductor MHR - Mini High Resolution Cables  26-260-01

30 BNCF-RCAM BNC Female to RCA Male Adapter 100-226-01

14 SYM BNCM/50 15-pin HD Male to BNC Male Mini High Resolution Cables 26-533-05

6 SYM BNCM/3 15-pin HD Male to BNC Male Mini High Resolution Cables 26-533-12

6 VGA M-M MD/15 Male to Male VGA Molded Connector Cables 26-238-02

4 MDA 3SV Three Output S-Video MDA - Mini Distribution Amplifier 60-444-01

1 MDA 3V Three Output Composite Video MDA - Mini Distribution Amplifier 60-439-01

20 SVHSM-2BNCF S-Video Male to 2 BNC Female Adapter 26-353-01

1 DVS 406 AD Six Input Video Scaler with Seamless Switching 60-363-04

1 DA2 RGBHV Two Output Wideband Distribution Amplifier 60-488-01

1 Digital Video Essentials Professional Professional A/V Test Reference DVD Set 29-058-01

1 MHR Universal Crimp Termination Kit Crimp Termination Kit with 100 MHR BNC Male Connectors 100-266-01

1 BNC Male MHR Crimp Connectors 75 Ohm BNC Crimp Connectors 100-250-01

* The DVS 204 has been replaced by the Extron DVS 304 in our product line.
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Essentials Professional, an A/V test reference 
DVD set from Joe Kane Productions and 
sponsored by Extron for designing, calibrating, 
evaluating, and installing A/V systems.

“We had been using inconsistent test 
material,” Weinkauf explained. “We were 
able to use the Digital Video Essentials set as 
playback material and have it be consistent 
from environment to environment.”   

Servicing the Ministry
With plans to eventually build a 2,100 seat 
sanctuary, SouthLake Foursquare Church 
will undoubtedly be outfitted with more 
Extron equipment in the future. Weinkauf 
was quick to note that as a one-stop shop, 
Extron is in a class by itself. 

“There are a lot of great companies making 
a lot great equipment,” he said. “But with 

Extron, we’ve also experienced exceptional 
service. They keep coming out with great 
products that don’t break because they’re 
practically bulletproof. But if something goes 
wrong, Extron’s support team is on it.” 

For additional information, see:  
Anderson Group International, Inc. - 
http://www.agiprofessional.com/ Southlake 
Church - http://www.southlakechurch.com/

The CrossPoint 450 Plus 1616 HV enables routing of video cameras, PCs, laptops, VCRs, and DVD players to any of the church’s displays
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A/V ASSOcIATE
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A/V Associate Training Program
A Beginning Point to A/V Knowledge and Extron Certifi cation

We are pleased to announce that our online A/V Associate Training 

Program is now available. As the starting point for the developing Extron 

Certifi cation Programs, this highly interactive, Internet based program provides a 

basic knowledge of A/V technologies, as well as an overview of our wide range 

of product categories and applications. It is ideal for helping new hires and 

sales personnel quickly come up to speed with A/V technologies; and fulfi lls the 

pre-requisite for more advanced Extron courses and certifi cations.

who is Extron

A/V Technologies Extron Tools

This course focuses on Extron tools and resources that 
provide the information necessary for your A/V system 
success.

This twelve lesson course provides a basic overview of 
technologies used in the A/V industry.
This twelve lesson course provides a basic overview of This course focuses on Extron tools and resources that 

Extron Product Solutions

This course presents the full range of Extron product 
solutions for A/V system applications.

This course focuses on Extron Electronics and its 
products and services.

Knowledge and experience are critical factors 
to customers selecting a service provider. 
The online Extron A/V Associate Training 
Program allows students to build upon 
their knowledge base without traveling or 
signifi cantly affecting a busy work schedule 
as it imparts an understanding of audio video 
fundamentals and a greater awareness of 
systems technologies. 

The A/V Associate program helps you to: 
•  Increase knowledge and experience — critical 

factors when customers select a service 
provider 

•  Save valuable time and money by working 
smarter, and provide a higher level of 
customer service and satisfaction 

Students who complete these courses will be 
recognized as an Extron A/V Associate, and 
will have taken the fi rst step toward future 
advanced Extron courses and certifi cations.

Other benefi ts of A/V Associate 
status include:

•  Personal professional development in the 
Audio Video technology fi eld 

• Offi cial Extron A/V Associate Plaque 

• Extron A/V Associate polo shirt 

•  Recognition from Extron and the industry 
as having a practical knowledge level of 
A/V fundamentals, applications, and Extron 
products 

•  6.5 InfoComm® Renewal Units (RUs) for 
maintaining InfoComm CTS certifi cations 

Those who earn the Extron A/V Associate 
designation will be able to renew it annually by 
completing a free refresher course.

For program pricing and information on how to 
register, please contact your Extron Customer 
Support Representative or visit 
www.extron.com/avassociate.
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By Steve Somers, Vice President of Engineering

HD-SDI: More Possibilities than Just Television

It seems that the popular concept of digital video among the masses arrived with the DVI connection 

to the computer monitor. Of course, the DV format for consumer video cameras arrived earlier, but 

for most it just didn’t seem like digital video. Why? I think we’ve only recognized what digital video 

can be since the moment we could really interact with it, or touch it so to speak…the moment that 

we realized a crisp, pronounced benefi t in our daily life…the moment it simplifi ed what used to be 

complex or annoying…and, unforgettably, the moment it failed to perform.

And, that’s the way it is with anything digital. 
When it’s working, it’s very, very good; when 
it stops working, we’re lost. There’s only one 
way to describe the non-working situation: 
“It’s broke.” But, belaboring the challenges is 
not why we’re here. The road of progress is 
paved with resolve and vanquished challenges. 
Experience guides each of us along that road. 

Experience tells us to consider alternatives; to 
research other successful solutions to technical 
challenges. Such is the case here. The television 
industry has used the high defi nition serial 
digital interface, or HD-SDI, for about 10 years 
now to trundle full bandwidth, uncompressed 
HD video from point A to point B within the 
television production environment. Lower cost 
HD cameras and video production equipment 
bring HD-SDI into the fore as an essential 
interface to understand and exploit. Recent 
additions to the cadre of the SMPTE1 serial 
digital standards are now positioning HD-SDI 
as a competitive, high performance interface 
for RGB graphics in addition to its role in 
television. HD-SDI debuted as an open, robust 
gigabit-plus transmission scheme long before 
digital interfaces such as DVI became available.

Establishing a Reference Point
Why compare HD-SDI to DVI? With the DVI 
having more press and wide use, it’s important 
to establish a point of reference right here 
before moving on. RGB 8-bit image data (via 
10-bit symbols) is transferred over the DVI 
using three digital data lines and one clock line. 

That’s four parallel differential line pairs not 
including display communications and control. 
Each of the three video data pairs operates at 
a rate of 1.65 Gbps when used at maximum 
resolution. Multiply by three and the DVI bit 
rate for RGB support is 4.95 Gbps. The clock 
rate is variable from 25 to 165 MHz depending 
on the resolution desired. So, DVI has quite 
a lot of rate fl exibility, but is challenging to 
distribute with its multiple data line pairs and 
interface control requirements.

One HD-SDI feed operates at 1.485 Gbps 
over low-loss RG6-style video grade coaxial 
cable. High defi nition video is transferred at 
10 bits per symbol in the Y, U, V domain. 
That’s another designation for component 
video, which provides a quality level of lossless 
compression. All digital television signals, 
including high defi nition rates up to 1920 x 
1080 at 30 frames interlaced, are managed 
successfully over the HD-SDI. The component 
format allows transmission of HD because 
the luminance (Y channel) is the only full 
bandwidth channel. The U and V channels 
representing chroma are transmitted at 
one-half bandwidth; an acceptable tradeoff 
based on our understanding of the human 
visual system. A variety of data may be 
accommodated on the HD-SDI as long as it is 
packetized to operate within the HD-SDI’s fi xed 
clocking rate. But, as you will see, HD-SDI has 
its variants which can transmit full-bandwidth, 
10-bit RGB and an alpha channel to boot. 
What’s an alpha channel? Read on. 

Figure 1:  Electrical presentation of an HD-SDI 
signal source.

Figure 2:  Electrical presentation of HD-SDI signal 
attenuation at the destination.
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HD-SDI Inside
ATSC standard definition and high definition 
rates are ultimately compressed using MPEG-2 
in order to fit them within the bandwidth 
limits of one television channel. At the point 
of creation, HD video is routed within the 
production environment uncompressed via  
HD-SDI at the 1.485 Gbps rate. After 
compression, the high definition video rate 
plummets to 19.4 Mbps (about 77:1). As a 
compressed video transport means, HD-SDI 
can deliver a data payload of three standard 
definition SDI signals, or about 50 MPEG-2 
compressed HD feeds, or as many as 250 
compressed standard definition signal feeds.

Figure 1 shows the electrical presentation of 
the HD-SDI video signal captured at the source. 
The number of bit transitions creates the 
illusion that the signal appears to be crossing 
the zero axis at each bit position creating a 
display called an “eye pattern”. The “eye” 
refers to the opening between the maxima and 
minima between each bit cell transition. In this 
presentation, the eye pattern illustrates a clean, 
open, strong source signal. Normal signal 
level is 0.800 volt peak-to-peak. The rise and 
fall times are nominally 270 picoseconds. Eye 
pattern quality is one measure for successful 
data transmission.

As the signal propagates through a coaxial 
cable, transition times lengthen just as they 
do with an analog signal. Slowing signal 
transitions and cable attenuation cause 
amplitude decrease, which results in the eye 
closing down. See Figure 2. This condition 

challenges receivers to recover the clock signal 
and data transitions. When the amplitude and 
rise/fall time drops to a level insufficient for 
the receiver to equalize frequency response 
and recognize transitions, the system loses 
synchronization. The result is the well-known 
“cliff effect”. 

HD-SDI employs a signal coding method called 
NRZI, Non-Return to Zero Inverted. NRZI is a 
coding method that facilitates recovery of the 
clock from the actual data transmission. NRZI 
coding minimizes residual DC component on 
the signal as well. Due to the construction of 
this coding scheme, the bit rate is equivalent 
to the frequency component in MHz. In 
other words, 1.485 Gbps is equal to 1.485 
Gigahertz. 

In the digital component realm, there is 
no need to dedicate equivalent time for 
signal sync pulses that the analog domain 
necessitates. Digital transmission makes use 
of the sync and blanking time for sync and 

a host of other signals. To synchronize a 
digital television signal, the receiver need only 
recognize a single code word representing 
the end of the active video and another code 
word for the beginning of active video on the 
next line. The EAV and SAV codes perform this 
function. The balance of the blanking time 
interval may be used for other information like 
control, timing, and audio information. 

The data organization during one horizontal 
line is shown in Figure 3. SMPTE 274M defines 
several resolutions for high definition digital 
video. Each sample during one line is 10 bits 
wide. During active video, there may be 1280 
words (for 1280x720 format) or 1920 words 
(for 1920x1080 format). The total number of 
words per horizontal line time ranges from 
1650 to 2750 words depending on the specific 
format used within SMPTE 274M. For the 
common 1920x1080 format, the total word 
count is 2200. Data carried during the blanking 
interval is bounded by EAV, LN, CRC and SAV 
representing End of Active Video, Line Number, 
Cyclical Redundancy Code, and Start of Active 
Video, respectively. 

Both the SDI and HD-SDI physical topologies 
are essentially identical except for operating 
rate. Figure 4 shows the basic blocks of 
the transmitter and receiver system. The 
transmitter receives a parallel stream of 4:2:2 
digital component data. A shift register 
assembles the data into a serial stream. The 
serial data is clocked through the shift register 
at 10 times the original rate in order to move 
10 bits/sample data. The original parallel-rate 

Figure 4: SDI/HD-SDI transmission system block diagram

Figure 3: HD-SDI data organization during one horizontal television line.
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sampling clock is multiplied via a phase-locked 
loop oscillator system to attain the 10X clock 
rate. The combination of NRZI coding, 10 bits 
per sample, and data scrambling provided in 
the last block help minimize DC component 
on the signal. The scrambled data pattern is 
governed by a predetermined equation, which 
is replicated in the receiver to effect successful 
descrambling.  

The serial digital signal travels over low-loss 
coaxial cable to the receiver, which performs 
the reverse operations of the transmission 
scheme. The NRZI data coding facilitates 
recovery of the clock signal directly from within 
the data stream. A key element of the receiver 
is its gain structure combined with a cable 
equalizer. The cable equalizer adjusts itself to 
account for losses in the cable and adjust gain 
so that the receiver can slice through data level 
changes to find the transitions. 

The presence of jitter impacts detection 
significantly in that edge transitions appear to 
move from one point in time to another. The 
ability to counteract this timing movement 
is a function of the receiver’s phase-locked 
loop (PLL) performance. The PLL tracks signal 
transition changes. When this is not possible, 
synchronization is lost and the HD-SDI 
decoding fails. HD-SDI signal transmission is 
ultimately limited by three components:  
signal attenuation, receiver sensitivity, and 
signal jitter. 

The receiver enhances its noise rejection by 
virtue of its processing topology. Internally, the 
receiver input resembles a differential amplifier. 
The signal is first inverted and handled as if it’s 
a balanced signal. Feeding an inverted version 
of the signal for processing allows the receiver 
to discern noise from normal signal transitions. 
Performing the correct adding function 
eliminates most of the incoming noise. 

Cabling and Loss
HD-SDI is regularly transmitted over low-loss 
digital video grade RG6-style coaxial cable 
up to a nominal maximum distance of about 
100 meters. However, coax is not the only 

medium available. Serial digital video may be 
routed through fiber optic cable for essentially 
unlimited distances depending on the system 
configuration. The ultimate distance limitation 
occurs for any digital signal when the perceived 
signal jitter component seen by the receiver 
impairs its ability to recognize and reconstruct 
bit transitions.

The range of operation for an HD-SDI receiver 
is specified in SMPTE 292M to at least -20 
dB at one-half the data clock rate, or about 
743 MHz. Therefore, a standard level 0.800 
volt peak-to-peak digital transmission may 
be attenuated to as low as 0.080 volt, or 80 
millivolts, while performing reliably. A very 
high-grade receiver may recover the HD-SDI 
signal at a level as low as -30 dB, or 24 mV. 

To perform a cable loss calculation, the 
designer should look for the attenuation in dB 
at 743 MHz, or a frequency very close to that 
value, on the cable specification loss chart. 
Cable loss is based on a 100 foot length or 
a 100 meter length depending on the chart 
column used. Divide the cable run distance 
by 100 and then multiply by the dB value to 
attain the total attenuation in dB for that run. 
Refer to Table 1 containing pre-calculated run 
lengths for Extron’s coaxial cable products. 
The SMPTE recommends the designer factor 
in about 10% less cable than the calculated 
run length so as to build in a safety margin 
for reliable operation. That 10% is already 
included within Table 1.  

HD-SDI & Associates
SMPTE 292M defines HD-SDI and is based 
on the constructs of SMPTE 259M, which 
defines standard definition serial digital. 
SMPTE 274M defines dimensions for all timing 
and digital video data description for the HD 
video formats. Moreover, it addresses image 
structure, colorimetry, raster structure, digital 
presentation, timing references, analog sync, 
and an analog interface.

SMPTE 348M describes a variation of HD-SDI 
called the high definition serial transport 
interface. HD-SDTI is a protocol whereby data 
other than video/audio may be transported 
using the HD-SDI constructs and a portion of 
the hardware utilized by HD-SDI. This transport 
interface is analogous to a freight train pulling 
a group of rail cars suitable for handling a wide 
range of goods, not just specific items. The 
original box car fulfilled this need and, with  
HD-SDTI, a similar methodology allows a 
designer to load any type of data onto the 
protocol; providing it can fit within the 
protocol’s basic confines. Utilization of HD-
SDTI for data other than high definition video 
requires the proper custom formatting and 
de-formatting hardware for data loading and 
recovery. 

SMPTE 372M standardizes high definition 
serial digital for full bandwidth transmission; 
i.e. 4:4:4:4 sampling. Operating at dual-rate 
(two times the 1.485 Gbps rate) means that 
twice the information may be transmitted. 

Table 1
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1996

2006 10th Anniversary of HD-SDI

Digital Television Milestone Timeline

At nearly 3 Gbps, component video can be 
accommodated without band-limiting the 
sample rate for chroma information. The 
fourth ‘4’ in the sampling structure represents 
the ability to include an ‘alpha’ channel along 
with video data. 

Alpha channel describes a data set that can 
provide special control over image data, such 
as image masking. For example, an image 
background may be removed or replaced at 
the destination utilizing an alpha channel 
mask originated at the video source. The alpha 
channel provides detailed information that 
determines boundaries for information to be 
maintained or discarded from view. 

Another feature of dual rate HD-SDI is the 
ability to support full RGB formats in the 
television domain. SMPTE 372M supports a 
wide variety of component formats and is but 
one of the stepping stones toward wideband 
digital cinema recording and support. Multiple 
feeds of dual-rate HD-SDI may be combined 
to escalate image resolution accordingly. 
Management of cable lengths and data skew 
then becomes an important issue. 

Re-Clocking for More Distance
Another term commonly discussed and specifi ed 
is “re-clocking”. Re-clocking the signal is the 
process of recovering the signal and outputting 
a reformed version that replicates the original 
source signal as closely as possible. Re-clocking 
also restores the signal to standard level and 
attempts to minimize jitter. This action is 
typically used to increase signal distribution 
distance. Video sources handled by matrix 
routers are usually reclocked. Re-clocking 
methodologies are not all the same from one 
type of equipment to another. 

Re-clocking is normally performed at the input 
stage of a receiver utilizing a wideband phase-
locked loop (PLL) system. The wideband PLL is 
more capable of following input signal jitter 
as the receiver “looks” for signal transitions. 
See Figure 5. Tracking jitter helps control 
its propagation. However, the receiver itself 
always imparts some jitter to the signal…this is 

unavoidable. Since the receiver cannot predict 
when a transition will occur, its intrinsic delay 
imparts jitter related to its response time. A 
receiver having tight control over its response 
time adds less jitter to the signal.  

Got Audio?
No discussion would be complete without 
addressing audio. While video represents the 
lion’s share of required bandwidth, audio is an 
important part of the package. Several audio 
formats may be embedded within the HD-SDI. 
SMPTE 292M provides mapping for 24-bit AES 
digital audio as well as AES3 digital audio in the 
32 to 48 KHz range. The preferred audio data 
rate is 48 KHz since it is easier to synchronize 
with the video rate. HD-SDI supports from two 
to 16 audio channels. Normally, audio data 

packets are multiplexed into the chroma signal’s 
auxiliary data space during the blanking interval. 
However, it may also be multiplexed into the 
video ANC (ancillary) space as well. 

Final Equalization
HD-SDI compares favorably to other digital 
transports when considering its robustness 
for high data rate handling capability over 
hundreds of feet of coaxial cable. With fi ber 
optic transmission technology, run distance is 
virtually limitless, depending more on cost than 
technical issues. HD-SDI-based systems can be 
customized to handle a host of data. Custom 
implementations require an appropriate data 
formatter/deformatter combination. 

Concerned about using UTP cable? Be on 
the lookout for the debut of HD-SDI over 
simple UTP cable supporting that magical 
100 meter run distance allowed by standard 
network connections. HD-SDI will not replace 
the adrenaline rush of falling off the “data 
cliff” at that unforgettable moment when 
image failure occurs, but with even reasonable 
care, it delivers on simplicity, reliability, and 
performance. 

1SMPTE stands for the Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers.

Original Data

Data with Noise & Jitter

Clock with Jitter due to Clock Recovery

Recovered Data with Edge Jitter

Figure 5
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By David Libman, Director of Software Product Development

Extron is introducing a new fee-based service to provide customized graphical user interfaces for 

use with the MLC 104 IP Plus, MLC 226 IP, and System 5 IP. The integrated IP Link Web serving 

technology in these products makes adding a high quality customized user interface easy and enables 

control from any networked PC or laptop using either a mouse or touch-monitor in the room. The 

Web-based graphical user interface complements the Extron MediaLink Controller in the room and 

provides a secure, alternate control point for instructors in addition to the MediaLink wall- or lectern-

mounted push-button control panel. In addition to controller functions, online help screens are 

available describing system use and controller  functions.

Technology enhanced classrooms provide 
instructors with new tools to teach and  
interact within the presentation environment.  
Many instructors prefer the flexibility of not 
only controlling the environment via the 
intuitive MediaLink controller button panels, 
but also from a control page on a computer 
monitor or wireless device. Since no special 
control software is needed, and access is 
available from any networked PC in the room, 
the cost of deployment is low.  In addition, 
customized graphical user interfaces are 
attractive and require minimal training for 
typical users.

Extron does the Customization  
work for you 
Once you choose from a selection of layout 
templates, Extron will provide a sample with 
your selected attributes applied for review and 
acceptance. Upon approval of the sample, we 
will create a finished product and deliver it 
complete with instructions on how to upload 
to each controller in your system. Now, you 
can deliver a low cost, graphically rich control 
environment in each and every room across 
your facility. Your AV/IT facility support team 
can still provide remote interactive support for 
all users from within the free GlobalViewer® 
management environment. For more 
information on this service and the template 
options available, contact the Extron Education 
support team.
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Room Name
The classroom description is 
automatically displayed from 
GlobalViewer confi guration setup

Display Power 
On/Off 
Control your 
display power, 
plus up to two 
additional functions

Source Selection 
Buttons 
Buttons can be 
custom-labeled with 
user defi ned text

Custom Color Scheme 
Pick from a selection of colors to 
coordinate with school colors

Online Help 
Displays online reference 
screens that show how to use 
the presentation system and 
controller functions

Source Name Title  
Automatically displays source name 
selected

Logo Graphics   
Insert your full color 
school or department 
logo here

Additional Room 
Control    
Additional function groups 
control room devices, such 
as  lighting, screen up/
down motors and powered 
drapes

MLC 104 IP Plus with IRCM-DV+ MLC 226 IP with IRCM-DV+ System 5 IP with IRCM-DV+

Six Simple Steps to Customization
The templates were designed to mimic common control functions found on the MLC 104 IP Plus, MLC 226 IP, and System 5 IP, including buttons and 

knobs on the front panel and any attached IRCM modules. Considering that most installations have one or more typical room confi gurations and 

controlled equipment, the process is made easy by supplying the following information for your facility:  

  1.  Select one of the available template styles to apply to your rooms

  2.  Identify one or more controller types that need to be supported - MLC 104 IP Plus, MLC 226 IP,  and/or System 5 IP

  3.  Identify any controller accessories in each system, such as an IRCM-DV+

  4.  Pick a color scheme to apply to the template

  5.  Identify labeling for all front panel buttons

  6.  Provide a company or institution logo

Sample MLC 226 IP Computer Control Page

Custom User Interface Samples
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The mediaLink PoleVault System is an innovative approach to low-cost 
classroom A/V integration. You can tailor the PoleVault System to your needs 
by selecting the desired projector mounting hardware, colors, and options, 
The important video switching, source connectivity, and speaker components 
are already included. All that remains is to add the video sources, projection 
screen, and projector. With the MediaLink PoleVault System, it's easy to have a 
simplified, centralized, and secure projector-based A/V system for any small to 
medium-sized classroom.

The Extron MediaLink PoleVault System takes its name from the unique 
PMK 350 Projector Mount Kit that securely mounts and conceals the system 
switching and audio amplification components above the projector, providing 
tamper-resistant theft deterrence for the A/V system.

complete System, Just Add Projector, Screen, and Sources 
The PoleVault System is designed for small to medium-sized classrooms where 
budget considerations are paramount. All of the components of the PoleVault 
System are designed to work together and are quick and easy to configure, 
which results in a significant reduction in engineering and installation costs. 
This comprehensive system brings together all necessary control, connectivity, 
switching, and amplification equipment. Each system component offers the 
high performance and reliability you've come to expect from Extron.

Easy To Install while Saving on rack and Floor Space
The PoleVault System places the key components at the projector, so no 
equipment rack is required for switching or audio amplification equipment, 
saving valuable classroom space. Audio signals, video signals, and power 
are all run through CAT 5 type UTP - Unshielded Twisted Pair cable, which is 
lighter and easier to install than coaxial cable.  

Twisted Pair Technology
The PoleVault System utilizes an exclusive twisted pair technology for signal 
distribution providing exceptional signal quality. The twisted pair transmitters 
used in the PoleVault System convert composite or RGBHV video signals, along 
with their accompanying stereo audio signals, for distribution over CAT 5 type 
UTP cable. UTP cable is less expensive to use for A/V integration versus coaxial 
cable and is also easier to pull through walls, ceilings and conduit; all of which 
results in a significant savings in material and labor costs.

Video Switching and control
At the heart of the Extron MediaLink PoleVault system is the TPS 204SA 
Twisted Pair Switcher. Providing four-input video switching capabilities, 
the switcher easily accommodates two composite video signals and two 
high-resolution VGA-UXGA RGB signals, all with stereo audio. Separate video 
outputs are provided for composite video and RGB video. The TPS 204SA 
switcher can be controlled via IR or RS-232. In addition, the switcher features 
independent remote volume control with audio muting. The standard 
PoleVault System includes the MLC 52 RS MediaLink Controller for easy-to-use 
centralized control of the entire system.

Stereo Audio Amplification
The TPS 204SA also features an integrated stereo audio amplifier capable 
of driving up to four Extron speakers. An extensive list of switcher features 
includes remote volume control; software-based tone control, loudness, 
and limiter for set-and-forget operation; and an auxiliary line level input 
for external audio sources, such as a wireless microphone. 
 
Contact your Extron Customer Support Representative for assistance with 
pricing and ordering.

MediaLink PoleVault™ System
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MPX 866 A
Media Presentation Matrix Switcher

for small presentation systems or divisible-room 
applications, where multiple displays or a variety of 
room configurations must be supported.

MVX Plus 128 VGA A is ideal for use in classrooms, 
computer training facilities, mobile emergency 
operations centers, short-term rentals, and any 
application where wideband signal routing is 
required. 

MVX Plus 128 VGA A
12x8 VGA and Stereo Audio Matrix Switcher with ADSP™ and IP Link®

The Extron HDXP Plus 1616 is capable of routing 
all SMPTE and ITU standard SDI and HD-SDI digital 
serial video signals up to 2.97 Gbps, including 
dual-link HD-SDI digital video signals and high 
resolution signals from computer-video graphics 
cards equipped with HD-SDI outputs. It is ideal 
for routing HDTV and other high resolution 
digital video sources for digital cinema projection, 

biomedical imaging, satellite mapping and 
visualization, rental and staging environments, and 
other applications. 

HDXP Plus 1616
16x16 Multi-Rate Serial Digital Matrix Switcher

The mPX �66 A is a unique multi-switcher that 
combines three independent matrix switchers in a 
single, compact enclosure: an 8x6 VGA matrix, a 
6x6 matrix for composite video and S-video, and a 
14x6 stereo audio matrix. It features built-in video 
transcoding and active audio buffering for ease 
of integration with consumer-grade A/V products. 
The MPX 866 A provides an ideal, one-box solution 

The mVX Plus 1�� VGA A is a compact, wideband 
12x8 matrix switcher for VGA and stereo audio. 
It combines the performance of a wideband RGB 
switcher with the convenience of 15-pin HD 
connectors for all computer-video connections, 
allowing the use of off-the-shelf, pre-terminated 
VGA cables for fast, easy installation. With more 
than 300 MHz (-3 dB) RGB video bandwidth, the 

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
MPX 866 A Media Presentation Matrix Switcher 60-825-01 $5,990

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
MVX Plus 128 VGA A 12x8 VGA and Stereo Audio 60-788-01 $6,990

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
HDXP Plus 1616 16x16 Multi-Rate Digital Matrix Switcher 60-807-01 $13,990
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MLC 104 IP Plus
MediaLink Controllers with IP Link

system support. New features in the MLC 104 IP Plus  
include: support for IRCM - Infrared Control 
Modules, IR learning, and three digital I/O ports. 
The MLC 104 IP Plus is available with or without a 
standard faceplate, with a faceplate that includes an 
AAP opening, or with a lectern faceplate.

way to remotely control any audio conferencing 
system that supports RS-232 commands. The  
CM-19AC features a numerical keypad and buttons 
for controlling an audio conferencing system’s most 
common functions.

CM-19AC
19-Button, Four Space Audio Conferencing Control Module 
AAP - Architectural Adapter Plate
 

The new ISS 506 is a six input seamless switcher 
that accepts video, HDTV, and RGB computer-video 
signals. It combines truly seamless, glitch-free 
switching with advanced scaling technologies 
to meet the requirements of high quality, high 
resolution video presentations. With presentation-
enhancing features such as independent Preview 

and Program outputs, numerous switching 
transition effects, logo insertion, title keying, 
internal test patterns, and multiple methods of 
control, the ISS 506 is designed to deliver advanced 
capabilities to high-end presentation environments. 

ISS 506
Six Input Seamless Switcher

Our newest MediaLink Controller combines the best 
of features, expandability, and value. The  
mLc 104 IP Plus is designed to control a wide 
range of smaller A/V systems and includes Extron’s 
innovative IP Link Ethernet control technology to 
enable remote diagnostics, asset management, and  

The Extron cm-19Ac is a four space, Audio 
Conferencing Control Module AAP - Architectural 
Adapter Plate. Designed to work with the  
MLC 226 IP and MLC 104 IP Plus MediaLink 
Controllers and the System 5 IP switcher, the  
CM-19AC provides a convenient and economical 

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
mLc 104 IP Plus mediaLink controller with IP and two-gang faceplate 
 Black 70-818-02 $1,090 
 White 70-818-03 $1,090 
 RAL9010 White 70-818-05 $1,090

mLc 104 IP Plus AAP mediaLink controller with IP, four-gang faceplate and AAP Openings 
 Black 70-818-12 $1,100 
 White 70-818-13 $1,100 
 RAL9010 White 70-818-15 $1,100

mLc 104 IP Plus L mediaLink controller with IP and low profile lectern faceplate 
 Black 70-818-32 $1,090 
 White 70-818-33 $1,090 
 RAL9010 White 70-818-35 $1,090

mLc 104 IP Plus mediaLink controller with IP – without faceplate 
 Controller only 70-818-00 $1,050 

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
CM-19AC  Black 70-556-02 $390 
CM-19AC White 70-556-03 $390 
CM-19AC  RAL9010 White  70-556-05 $390

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
ISS 506  Standard Version 60-742-01 $7,390 
ISS 506 SC  Scan Converted Output 60-742-03 $9,390  
ISS 506 DI/DVI  SDI/HD-SDI Input, DVI-D Output 60-742-12 $9,990 
ISS 506 DI/SC  SDI/HD-SDI Input, Scan Converted Output 60-742-13 $8,590 
ISS 506 DI/HD-SDI  SDI/HD-SDI Input and Output 60-742-14 $10,190
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FOX 500 Tx

FOX 500 Rx

HDMI 201 Tx

HDMI 201 Rx

The Extron FOX 500 Tx/rx is a transmitter and 
receiver set for long haul transmission of RGB, 
audio, and bi-directional RS-232 control signals 
over a single fiber. It digitizes RGB signals and then 
sends them uncompressed for perfect pixel-by-pixel 
transmission of high resolution signals up to UXGA 
(1600x1200) resolution. Also included are a host 
of integrator-friendly features such as dual RGB 

and audio outputs, RS-232 control from multiple 
locations, rack-mount capability, and real-time 
system monitoring of the fiber link and input 
signal. The FOX 500 Tx/Rx is available in 850 nm 
multimode and 1310 nm singlemode versions.

FOX 500 Tx/Rx
Fiber Optic Extender

Our new HDmI �01 Tx/rx is a transmitter and 
receiver set that sends HDMI - High Definition 
Multimedia Interface signals over long distances. 
The transmitter and receiver work together to send 
HDTV or high resolution computer-video, along 
with RS-232 control signals using two CAT 5,  
CAT 5e, CAT 6, or CAT 7 UTP cables. They are 
HDCP compliant and fully support HDMI for 

extending digital video, multi-channel audio, and 
control signals from HDMI-equipped devices. 
Additionally, the HDMI 201 Tx/Rx offers several 
features to enhance and simplify system integration. 

HDMI 201 Tx/Rx
HDMI Extender

The DVI-rGB 150 converts single link DVI-D 
signals to analog RGB signals for integration of 
digital video sources into analog A/V systems. 
It is compatible with computer-video signals up 
to UXGA (1600x1200) and HDTV up to 1080p. 
Integrator-friendly features for the DVI-RGB 150 
include a buffered DVI-D loop-through for a local 
monitor, an EDID emulation mode to ensure full 

functionality when no local monitor is present, and 
variable level and peaking controls for the analog 
RGB video output. 

DVI-RGB 150
DVI to Analog RGB Video Interface

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
FOX 500 Tx/Rx MM 850 nm Multimode 60-746-01 $5,190 
FOX 500 Tx/Rx SM 1310 nm Singlemode & Multimode 60-746-02 $7,190

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
HDMI 201 Tx/Rx HDMI Extender 60-806-01 $810

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
DVI-RGB 150 DVI to RGB Video 60-808-01 $990
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Extron
PMK 350
Low Profile Two-product
Projector Mounting Kit

Extron
MPA 122
Integrated Mini
Power Amplifier

ASA 141
Passive ASA - Audio Summing Adapter with RCA Inputs and Balanced/Unbalanced Output

The ASA 141 Audio Summing Adapter is a 
convenient, single-cable solution for combining 
two-channel stereo audio into a mono audio signal. 
It is ideal for summing stereo signals for use in 
mono multi-speaker PA systems in environments 
where stereo signals would result in cancellation. 
The ASA 141 converts unbalanced stereo audio to 
unbalanced or balanced mono audio. 

The Extron PmK 350 Low Profile Multi-Product 
Projector Mounting Kit securely mounts multiple 
products in varied configurations to a projector 
ceiling mount pole. The PMK 350 utilizes a mere 2" 
(5.0 cm) between the projector and the ceiling to 
conveniently and securely enclose the products out 
of sight above the display device. The PMK 350  
accommodates 3" (7.6 cm) deep IP Link® and 

PMK 350
Low Profile Multi-Product Projector Mounting Kit 

VersaTools® products and newer 6" (15 cm) deep 
enclosure products. The mounting bracket is 
available in black or white. Dimensions: 2.0" H x 
12.3" W x 10.87" D.

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
ASA 141 RCA Input; Transformer Balanced 60-804-01 $64

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
PMK 350  Black 70-563-02 $70 
PMK 350  White 70-563-03 $70

The mLP 101 D is the newest addition to the  
MLP Series of Mic to Line preamplifiers. This 
compact mic preamp is for applications where 
a microphone must be connected to a line level 
audio input on a device such as a switcher, line 
level mixer, or the Aux/Mix input on the Extron 
MediaLink™ Series of switchers. The MLP 101 D 
is designed for wall or lectern mounting with the 

included Decora®-style wall plate, and can be 
installed with or without a one-gang electrical box. 
Integator-friendly features include 48 volt phantom 
power, a 75 Hz low cut filter, and mic input gain 
adjustment from +25 to +72 dB.

MLP 101 D
MLP - Mic to Line Preamplifier

model Verion Description Part Number mSrP
MLP 101 D  Decora Version - Black 60-822-12 $350 
MLP 101 D  Decora Version - White 60-822-22 $350
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The Extron YcS 100 is a video transcoder that 
decodes composite video into S-video, and 
encodes S-video into composite video. It features 
a high quality digital decoder with time base 
stabilization for optimum performance, even with 
older analog VCRs and worn or multi-generation 
videotape playback sources. The YCS 100 is ideal 
for applications requiring video signal conversion, 

such as video production, post-production, and 
duplication facilities, A/V routing systems, and 
residential entertainment systems. 

YCS 100
Video Decoder & Encoder

The Extron ScS 300 is a versatile problem 
solver that combines sync conversion and sync 
stabilization in a single, compact enclosure. It 
provides sync conversion between all common 
high resolution sync formats – RGBHV, RGBS, 
RGsB, and RsGsBs. It also compensates for poor 
quality or weak signals resulting from PC graphics 
cards or long cable runs using Extron’s ADSP™ 

- Advanced Digital Sync Processing technology. 
The SCS 300 can be rack-mounted or mounted at 
the display, supporting a wide range of installation 
requirements.

SCS 300
Sync Converter & Stabilizer

The PS 1�3 is a 12V rack mountable, multiple 
output power supply. It is designed to provide 
power to Extron Architectural Series interfaces, 
the MTP - Mini Twisted Pair Series, or VersaTools® 
products. The PS 123 provides eight 12VDC 
power outputs using two banks of four captive 
screw connectors. Each output can draw up to 
the cumulative 3.0 amp maximum output. With a 

plenum-rated metal enclosure, the PS 123 can be 
mounted above the ceiling to provide centralized 
power to wall-mounted products, and can be 
installed with an optional flexible conduit adapter 
kit. It accepts 100-240VAC, 50/60 Hz.

PS 123
12V Rack Mountable, Multiple Outlet Power Supply

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
YCS 100 Video Decoder & Encoder 60-323-10 $420

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
SCS 300 Sync Converter & Stabilizer 60-811-01 $900

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
PS 123 Universal 12 VDC, 3.0 Amp Power Supply 60-814-01 $560
 

Optional Flexible conduit 
Adapter Kit HSA 822 Adapter Kit 70-228-01 $80
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The Extron PA 300 is peaking amplifier for RGBHV 
computer-video signals. It is capable of driving 
VGA-QXGA resolution computer-video signals 
to distances of up to 600 feet (185 m) on Extron 
MHR cable, and up to 1000 feet (300 m) on Extron 
RG6 cable. Separate controls are provided for 
gain, low frequency peaking and high frequency 
peaking. The PA 300 is ideal for a wide range of 

applications in lecture halls, conference rooms, 
auditoriums, command and control centers, and 
other installations where signal integrity must be 
maintained over long cable runs.

PA 300
RGB Peaking Amplifier for RGBHV

and staging applications, where a wide range of 
mounting options is desirable.

CVEQ 100
Composite Video and Audio Line Driver with Gain and Equalization

The cVEQ 100 is a high performance one input, 
one output line driver for composite video and 
stereo audio. It is capable of driving video and 
audio signals up to 1,000 feet (300 meters) on 
Extron MHR or RG59 high resolution video, and 
STP series audio cables. The CVEQ 100 is housed 
in a rack-mountable metal enclosure that’s ideal 
for permanent installations, as well as rental 

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
CVEQ 100 Composite Video and Audio Line Driver 60-813-01 $330

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
PA 300 Peaking Amplifier for RGBHV 60-755-01 $790

SVEQ 100
S-Video and Audio Line Driver with Gain and Equalization

The SVEQ 100 is a high performance one input, 
one output line driver for S-video and stereo audio. 
It is capable of driving video and audio signals up 
to 1,000 feet (300 meters) on Extron MHR or RG59 
high resolution video, and STP series audio cables. 
The SVEQ 100 is housed in a rack-mountable metal 
enclosure that’s ideal for permanent installations, 
as well as rental and staging applications, where a 
wide range of mounting options is desirable.

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
SVEQ 100 S-Video and Audio Line Driver  60-813-01 $370
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New features include the ability to copy a device 
confi guration and paste it to multiple similar 
devices, enhanced front panel button confi guration 
capabilities, and printable wiring diagrams.

Global Confi gurator 2.2
Free Confi guration Software for Extron IP Link® Products and GlobalViewer®

Global confi gurator is a free, simple-to-use, yet 
comprehensive software application that allows 
non-programmers to confi gure a wide range of 
Extron IP Link-enabled products. It provides an 
integrated environment for defi ning A/V control 
and monitoring system functionality from an easy-
to-use graphical user interface. 

GlobalViewer® 2.2
Free Web-Based Asset Management and Remote Control Application 

Together with IP Link®-enabled products, 
GlobalViewer provides a powerful, fl exible way 
to manage, monitor, and control devices using a 
TCP/IP network. 

GlobalViewer is a free Web-based asset 
management and remote control application. The 
latest version provides even more powerful user 
interface functionality, including a total of eight 
levels on the device location tree and a confi gurable 
Web help link for quick access  to online support 
resources. 

GUI Customization Service
For MLC 104 IP Plus and MLC 226 IP MediaLink™ Controllers, and System 5 IP Switcher

The GUI customization Service is a new low-
cost service to develop a Customized Graphical 
User Interface. The integrated IP Link® Web server 
technology in these products enables control from 
any networked PC or laptop using either a mouse or 
touch-monitor located in the room. Simply choose 
from a selection of avaliable templates, specify 
the colors you want, and provide a copy of your 

organization’s logo. Our developers will create a 
Web-based user interface that provides a secure, 
alternate control point for instructors that is fully 
compatible with the controller or switcher in the 
classroom.

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
GlobalViewer 2.2 Web-based Asset Management Application N/A Free

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
Global Confi gurator 2.2 Confi guration Software 79-511-01 Free

model Version Description Part Number mSrP
GUI Customization Service Customized User Interface N/A $1,500
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Extron Institute

Tradeshows

Send us a photograph and brief explanation of how you use the Tweeker.
If we publish it in a future issue of ExtroNews, we’ll give you a free VTG 300. 

Please send entries along with contact information to: 
Extron Tweeker contest, 1�30 South Lewis St., Anaheim, cA 9��05.
Or e-mail a high-resolution photo and explanation to tweeker@extron.com

Tweeker Use #74

Jun 12-13 The Netherlands
Jun 19-20 The Netherlands
Jul 5-6 Beijing, China
Jul 13-14 Anaheim, CA
Jul 17-18 Denver, CO
Jul 19-20 Denver, CO
Aug 1-2 Brisbane, Australia 
Aug 9-10 Atlanta, GA

Aug 17-18 Anaheim, CA
Aug 23-24 KL, Malaysia
Sep 4-5 The Netherlands
Sep 13-14 Singapore
Sep 18-19 The Netherlands
Sep 21-22 Anaheim, CA
Sep 25-26 Chicago, IL

June 7-9 InfoComm US Orlando, FL
Sep 14-17 CEDIA Denver, CO

Coffee Mug Tree

Michael Butler, an assistant designer for CRVinc., in San Antonio, Texas sent 

us this ‘mug shot’ of the Tweeker coffee mug tree he built. Michael was so 

inspired by our standard, pocket-sized Tweeker that he decided to create a 

giant one. Only problem - it didn’t fi t into his work bag; so it sat for two weeks 

until inspiration struck. One day he noticed a few Extron coffee mugs sitting 

on his boss’s desk, and decided they deserved their own display. Monumental 

idea! Mike was able to fi nd a use for the oversized Tweeker and provide a nice 

holder for the mugs at the same time. 




